
Level Of Difficulty 

Materials Needed:
®

- Engino  Botanic laboratory (STEM47). 

Many structures consist of triangular shapes. What do 

these shapes offer? Carry out the next experiment 

and find out why the triangular shape is so much 

preferred in structures!

Learning about:  

Why is triangulation needed to 

strengthen structures?

Which part of an arch requires 

support?

Discover:Structures

Procedure:

1. Using your Engino parts follow the  

instructions below to build a small 

square and a triangle.

Square

Triangle

2. Push the sides and the corners as  

shown in exercise 1 in order to find 

out the strongest positions. Then 

note your observations.

3. Try to modify the square by adding  

some more parts in order to make it 

stronger exercise 2 and answer .

Cube

1. Push the sides and the corners of the shapes you 

have built as shown in the pictures below. 

2. How can you modify the square in order to 

become stronger? Try out 2 solutions and show how 

you did it below. 

Which points are stronger? .............................................

.............................................................................................

Procedure:

4. Build an arch  (see the picture 

below) and  down as it is push it

shown in the picture on the right. 

Complete exercise 3.

5. Deconstruct all the shapes you 

have made. Find the instructions and 

build the Cube model. 

6. Once it is finished, push its corners 

and sides as it is shown in exercise 

4a.  

7. Add the diagonals to the walls of 

the house (see the picture below) and 

test again. Then complete exercise 4.

b. ................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

3 a. Draw some arrows to show where the force is 

redirected.

   b. How does the arch behave? What can you do to 

strengthen this shape?

4 a. Compare the rigidity of the houses below and 

put a mark on the strongest one.  

   b. What is the benefit of triangulation?

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

a.

a.

b.
x2

x2
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Level Of Difficulty 

Materials Needed:
®

- Engino  Botanic laboratory (STEM47). 

The gearbox is any combination or assembly of gears 

and can be found in a variety of devices: from the 

smallest wrist watch to the biggest train! This 

assembly allows to control the speed of any machine.

Learning about:  

What is a gearbox?

What is gear ratio and how is it 

calculated?

Discover:Gears

Procedure:

1. Find the instructions and build the 

base of the gearbox. For case 1 make 

the first assembly.

2. In the experiment we need to 

measure how many revolutions the 

output shaft makes when the input 

crank rotates. Two people are 

needed for this: one should turn the 

crank slowly with the appropriate 

number of revolutions (as stated in 

the table) and the other should 

measure the output revolutions. The 

orange part connected at the shaft of 

the output gear will help you measure 

the revolutions with more ease. 

3. For case 1, revolve the input crank 

1 time (1 full circle) and note the 

output revolutions on the table in 

exercise 1. While measuring 

revolutions, feel the amount of force 

you apply. 

4. Repeat the same for the remaining 

cases. For case 2, make the second 

gear assembly and turn the crank 3 

times. For case 3 make the third 

assembly and turn the input crank 15 

times. Finally, for case 4 make the 

fourth assembly and turn the input 

crank 5 times. Write your findings in 

exercise 1 and 2.

Gearbox

1. Complete the following table according to your 

measurements. Also, fill in the last row with a 

simplified ratio of input revolutions to output 

revolutions.

CASES

INPUT

OUTPUT

  INPUT

OUTPUT

1 3 15 5

1. 2. 3. 4.

outputinput outputinput
output

input outputinput

2. Why do you think the gear ratio also known as 

speed ratio (input revolutions to output revolutions) 

is different in each case? 

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

Procedure:

5. As you have already observed the 

effort needed in revolving the crank in 

each case is different. Describe the 

difficulty in rotating the crank in each 

case by completing the table in 

exercise 3. Answer exercise 4 to 

explain why this is happening. 

6. Measure the number of teeth of 

each gear: small, medium and large 

and note the numbers on exercise 5. 

Look carefully at the gear assembly of 

case 1. There are two pairs: 1) a 

medium gear connected with a small 

one and 2) a big gear connected with 

a small gear. 

7. Calculate the teeth ratio for each 

pair by dividing the teeth of the one 

gear by the teeth of the other gear as 

mentioned in exercise 5. Then, 

calculate the teeth ratio for case 1 by 

multiplying your findings as explained 

in exercise 5. Compare the gear ratio 

for case 1 from the table in exercise 1 

and teeth ratio for the same case in 

exercise 5. 

8. Calculate the gear ratios for all 

cases. Note that in case 4 there is one 

compound gear system meshing with 

the last two gears. 

3. Complete the FORCE row with the words: easy, 

medium, difficult and most difficult to describe 

the difficulty in rotating the crank. 

CASES

FORCE

1. 2. 3. 4.

outputinput outputinput
output

input outputinput

5. Make the following calculations concerning the 

gear assembly of case 1 and compare your result 

with the input/output ratio you found in the table in 

exercise 1. What is the connection between the 

number of teeth ratio and gear (speed) ratio?

                            teeth of small gear
gear pair 1 =                                           =              
                          teeth of medium gear

gear pair 1 x gear pair 2
           

=           x          =   

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

                            teeth of small gear
gear pair 2 =                                           =              
                            teeth of large gear

teeth ratio =

4. Why do you think the effort needed to rotate the 

crank is different in each case? 

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

 teeth of small gear = 

 teeth of medium gear = 

 teeth of large gear = 


